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Abstract

The central paradigm of Artificial Intelligence is rapidly shifting
toward biological models for both robotic devices and systems per-
forming such critical tasks as network management and process con-
trol. Here we apply recent mathematical analysis of the necessary
conditions for consciousness in humans in an attempt to gain some
understanding of likely canonical failure modes inherent to a broad
class of global workspace/blackboard machines designed to emulate
biological functions. Similar problems are likely to confront other
possible architectures, although their mathematical description may
be far less straightforward.
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The artificial intelligence community, after half a century of furious work,
has at last come to understand the serious limitations of prevailing ap-
proaches. The preamble to the forthcoming “50th Anniversary Summit of
Artificial Intelligence”, (Summit, 2005), which includes many of the leading
lights of AI, states that

“Despite its advances in the last 50 years [since a defining
meeting on AI held at Dartmouth College in 1956], it is clear
that the original goals set by the first generation of AI visionaries
have not been reached... [T]he current landscape of research re-
veals how little we know about how biological brains achieve their
remarkable functionalitiy... [W]e do not understand the cultural
and social processes that have helped to shape human intelli-
gence... What has been missed is - we believe - how important
embodiment and the interaction with the world are as the basis
for thinking... [An important objective of the forthcoming meet-
ing] will be to do away with the computational metaphor that
has been haunting AI for 50 years: the brain is not a computer!
A merely computational approach to understanding natural in-
telligence and realizing artificial forms of it (which was proposed
in 1956 [at the Dartmouth meeting]) has been shown to be in-
adequate. It is time to move beyond computation. Recently,
artificial intelligence researchers have become aware of the fact
that uncovering the mechanisms underlying the dynamics of the
mutual and reciprocal interaction of body, brain, and environ-
ment is of crucial importance. We believe that it is important to
reassess the field based on this recent paradigm change...”

It appears that the organizers of the new AI ‘Summit’, while rightly ques-
tioning current paradigms, and moving to adopt a more biologically-oriented
approach, do not quite understand the implications of recent empirical work
in support of Bernard Baars’ Global Workspace (GW) model of consciousness
(e.g. Baars, 1988; Baars and Franklin, 2003; Dehaene and Naccache, 2001),
which, although frequently reexpressed or reinvented by various researchers
at various times (esp. Newell, 1990), implicitly underlies much of their dis-
cussion. Baars’ model, over the past two decades, has received increasing
experimental verification (e.g. Massimini et al, 2005). Since it particularly
attempts to properly represent the matter of embedding and interpenetrat-
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ing contexts, it provides a basis for a machine architecture likely to emulate
or surpass natural intelligence in more than just playing variants of chess.

My own work provides a rigorous mathematical formulation of the GW
blackboard model, in terms of an iterated, second-order, contextually-embedded,
hierarchical General Cognitive Model (GCM) crudely analogous to hierarchi-
cal regression. It is, however, based on the Shannon-McMillan rather than on
the Central Limit Theorem, and is strongly supplemented by methodologies
from topological manifold theory and differential geometry (Wallace, 2005a,
b, c). Recent results (Wallace, 2005c) suggest that, in fact, it should be
possible to make a rigorous theory of ’all possible’ GW blackboard models.
This would take the role that the Church lambda calculus plays for conven-
tional machine architecture, particularly when iterated to second order. It
should be possible to implement machines which instantiate these models in
silicon or software, and compare and contrast designed machines with oth-
ers reflecting empirical data on the observed properties of human or animal
consciousness and cognition. Such contrast and comparison would greatly
deepen our understanding of biological consciousness.

This being said, the promise of conscious machines which interact closely
with their embedding systems and external environments seems indeed vast:
robots which can do the functional equivalent of riding a bicycle in heavy
traffic; intuitive network managers which can sense oncoming difficulties and
adapt prior to their occurrence; conscious search engines and marketing ma-
chines whose efficiency is not constrained by the path-dependent forms which
evolutionary history has enforced for humans or animals, and so on. AI, it
seems, is finally going to get it right.

A principal impetus, at least in the United States, for seeking new mod-
els for software and system design, what IBM calls its ’autonomic computing
initiative’, is the increasing difficulty of maintaining current software, with
more and more corporate resources progressively dedicated to ’bug fixes’, re-
covering from, and insulating against, crashes, security failures, and the like.
The thought has been that autonomic computing would permit programs
and systems to, in large measure, heal or protect themselves, with minimal
human intervention. Some time invested in creating such an environment, it
is felt, would pay huge dividends down the road in decreased maintenance
costs. The initiative seems clearly designed to produce a first order cogni-
tive, but not a second order conscious, machine. IBM too, it seems, is finally
going to get it right. Can Microsoft be far behind?

One is, much like the proverbial small child at the back of the room,
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driven to ask an obvious question: What are the likely canonical and idio-
syncratic failure modes of the coming wave of second order global workspace
blackboard machines? Under what circumstances can such machines be used
without great risk in mission-critical tasks, for example driving a car or truck,
managing a nuclear power plant, a chemical factory, a national power or com-
munications grid, or even a system of ATM machines?

A formal exploration of the global workspace model suggests something
of the pitfalls facing conscious or cognitive machines and their designers. We
begin with a simplified analysis focusing on modular networks of interact-
ing cognitive substructures, and particularly study the importance of their
embedding in progressively larger systems. More complicated examples, in-
volving renormalization treatment of phase transitions affecting information
sources, iterated to second order, can be found in Wallace (2005a).

The simplest modular network blackboard model

Cognition as ‘language’ Cognition is not consciousness. Indeed, most
mental, and many physiological, functions, while cognitive in a particular for-
mal sense, hardly ever become entrained into the Global Workspace of con-
sciousness. For example, one seldom is able to consciously regulate immune
function, blood pressure, or the details of binocular tracking and bipedal mo-
tion, except to decide ‘what shall I look at’, ‘where shall I walk’. Nonethe-
less, many cognitive processes, conscious or unconscious, appear intimately
related to ‘language’, broadly speaking. The construction is surprisingly
straightforward (Wallace, 2000, 2005a).

Atlan and Cohen (1998) and Cohen (2000) argue, in the context of im-
mune cognition, that the essence of cognitive function involves comparison
of a perceived signal with an internal, learned picture of the world, and then,
upon that comparison, choice of one response from a much larger repertoire
of possible responses.

Cognitive pattern recognition-and-response, from this view, proceeds by
functionally combining an incoming external sensory signal with an internal
ongoing activity – incorporating the learned picture of the world – and trig-
gering an appropriate action based on a decision that the pattern of sensory
activity requires a response.

More formally, a pattern of sensory input is mixed in an unspecified but
systematic manner with a pattern of internal ongoing activity to create a
path of combined signals x = (a0, a1, ..., an, ...). Each ak thus represents
some algorithmic composition of internal and external signals.
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This path is fed into a highly nonlinear, but otherwise similarly unspeci-
fied, nonlinear decision oscillator which generates an output h(x) that is an
element of one of two disjoint sets B0 and B1 of possible system responses.
Let

B0 ≡ b0, ..., bk,

B1 ≡ bk+1, ..., bm.

Assume a graded response, supposing that if

h(x) ∈ B0,

the pattern is not recognized, and if

h(x) ∈ B1,

the pattern is recognized, and some action bj, k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m takes place.
The principal objects of interest are paths x which trigger pattern recognition-

and-response exactly once. That is, given a fixed initial state a0, such that
h(a0) ∈ B0, we examine all possible subsequent paths x beginning with a0

and leading exactly once to the event h(x) ∈ B1. Thus h(a0, ..., aj) ∈ B0 for
all j < m, but h(a0, ..., am) ∈ B1. Wallace (2005a) examines the possibility
of more complicated schemes as well.

For each positive integer n, let N(n) be the number of high probability
‘grammatical’ and ‘syntactical’ paths of length n which begin with some par-
ticular a0 having h(a0) ∈ B0 and lead to the condition h(x) ∈ B1. Call such
paths ‘meaningful’, assuming, not unreasonably, that N(n) will be consider-
ably less than the number of all possible paths of length n leading from a0

to the condition h(x) ∈ B1.
While combining algorithm, the form of the nonlinear oscillator, and the

details of grammar and syntax, are all unspecified in this model, the critical
assumption which permits inference on necessary conditions is that the finite
limit

H ≡ lim
n→∞

log[N(n)]

n
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(1)

both exists and is independent of the path x.
We call such a pattern recognition-and-response cognitive process ergodic.

Not all cognitive processes are likely to be ergodic, implying that H, if it
indeed exists at all, is path dependent, although extension to ‘nearly’ ergodic
processes is possible (Wallace, 2005a).

Invoking the spirit of the Shannon-McMillan Theorem, it is possible to
define an adiabatically, piecewise stationary, ergodic information source X
associated with stochastic variates Xj having joint and conditional proba-
bilities P (a0, ..., an) and P (an|a0, ..., an−1) such that appropriate joint and
conditional Shannon uncertainties satisfy the classic relations

H[X] = lim
n→∞

log[N(n)]

n
=

lim
n→∞

H(Xn|X0, ..., Xn−1) =

lim
n→∞

H(X0, ..., Xn)

n
.

This information source is defined as dual to the underlying ergodic cog-
nitive process (Wallace, 2005a).

The Shannon uncertainties H(...) are cross-sectional law-of-large-numbers
sums of the form −∑

k Pk log[Pk], where the Pk constitute a probability dis-
tribution. See Khinchine (1957), Ash (1990), or Cover and Thomas (1991)
for the standard details.

The giant component A formal equivalence class algebra (and hence
a groupoid, sensu Weinstein, 1996) can be constructed by choosing different
origin points a0 and defining equivalence by the existence of a high probability
meaningful path connecting two points. Disjoint partition by equivalence
class, analogous to orbit equivalence classes for dynamical systems, defines
the vertices of the proposed network of cognitive dual languages. Each vertex
then represents a different information source dual to a cognitive process.

We now suppose that linkages can fleetingly occur between the ordinarily
disjoint cognitive modules defined by this algebra. In the spirit of Wallace
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(2005a), this is represented by establishment of a non-zero mutual informa-
tion measure between them: cross-talk.

Wallace (2005a) describes this structure in terms of fixed magnitude dis-
junctive strong ties which give the equivalence class partitioning of modules,
and nondisjunctive weak ties which link modules across the partition, and
parametizes the overall structure by the average strength of the weak ties, to
use Granovetter’s (1973) term. By contrast the approach here, initially, is to
simply look at the average number of fixed-strength nondisjunctive links in
a random topology. These are obviously the two analytically tractable limits
of a much more complicated regime which we believe ultimately includes ‘all
possible’ global workspace models.

Since we know nothing about how the cross-talk connections can occur,
we will – for purposes of illustration only – assume they are random and con-
struct a random graph in the classic Erdos/Renyi manner. Suppose there are
M disjoint cognitive modules – M elements of the equivalence class algebra
of languages dual to some cognitive process – which we now take to be the
vertices of a possible graph.

As Corless et al. (1996) discuss, when a graph with M vertices has
m = (1/2)aM edges chosen at random, for a > 1 it almost surely has a giant
connected component having approximately gM vertices, with

g(a) = 1 + W (−a exp(−a))/a,

(2)

where W is the Lambert-W function defined implicitly by the relation

W (x) exp(W (x)) = x.

(3)
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Figure 1 shows g(a), displaying what is clearly a sharp phase transition
at a = 1.

Such a phase transition initiates a new, collective, shifting, cognitive phe-
nomenon: the Global Workspace, a tunable blackboard defined by a set
of cross-talk mutual information measures between interacting unconscious
cognitive submodules. The source uncertainty, H, of the language dual to
the collective cognitive process, which defines the richness of the cognitive
language of the workspace, will grow as some function of g, as more and
more unconscious processes are incorporated into it. Wallace (2005a) exam-
ines what, in effect, are the functional forms H ∝ exp(αg), α ln[1/(1 − g)],
and (1/(1 − g))δ, letting R = 1/1 − g define a ‘characteristic length’ in the
renormalization scheme. While these all have explicit solutions for the renor-
malization calculation (mostly in terms of the Lambert-W function), other,
less tractable, expressions are certainly plausible, for example H ∝ gγ, γ > 0,
γ real.

Given a particular H(g), the quite different approach of Wallace (2005a)
involves adjusting universality class parameters of the phase transition, a
matter requiring much mathematical development.

By contrast, in this new class of models, the degree of clustering of the
graph of cognitive modules might, itself, be tunable, producing a variable
threshold for consciousness: a topological shift, which should be observable
from brain-imaging studies. Second order iteration would lead to an analog
of the hierarchical cognitive model of Wallace (2005a).

Wallace (2005a) focuses on changing the average strength of weak ties
between unconscious submodules rather than the average number of fixed-
strength weak ties as is done here, and tunes the universality class exponents
of the phase transition, which may also imply subtle shifts in underlying
topology.

Following Albert and Barabasi (2002, Section V), we note that real net-
works differ from random graphs in that their degree distribution, the prob-
ability of k linkages between vertices, often follows a power law P (k) ≈ k−γ

rather than the Poisson distribution of random networks,
P (k) = ak exp(−a)/k!, k ≥ 0. Since power law networks do not have any

characteristic scale, they consequently termed scale-free.
It is possible to extend the Erdos/Renyi threshold results to such ‘semi-

random’ graphs. For example, Luczak (1992) has shown that almost all
random graphs with a fixed degree smaller than 2 have a unique giant clus-
ter. Molloy and Reed (1995, 1998) proved that, for a random graph with
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degree distribution P (k), an infinite cluster emerges almost surely when

Q ≡
∑
k≥1

k(k − 2)P (k) > 0.

(4)

Following Volz, (2004), cluster tuning of random networks leads to a
counterintuitive result. Define the clustering coefficient C as the proportion
of triads in a network out of the total number of potential triads, i.e.

C =
3N∆

N3

,

(5)

where N∆ is the number of triads in the network and N3 is the number
of connected triples of nodes, noting that in every triad there are three con-
nected nodes. Taking the approach of Molloy and Reed (1995), Volz shows
quite directly that, for a random network with parameter a, at cluster value
C, there is a critical value given by

aC =
1

1− C − C2
.

(6)

If C = 0, i.e. no clustering, then the giant component forms when a = 1.
Increasing C raises the average number of edges which must be present for
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a giant component to form. For C ≥
√

5/2 − 1/2, which is precisely the
Golden Section, where the denominator in this expression vanishes, no giant
component can form, regardless of a. Not all network topologies, then, can
actually support a giant component, and hence, in this model, consciousness.
This is of some importance, having obvious and deep implications ranging
from the evolutionary history of consciousness to the nature of sleep.

A more complete exploration of the giant component can be found, e.g.
in Newman et al. (2001), especially the discussion leading to their figure 4.
In general, ‘tuning’ of the GC will generate a family of curves similar to figure
1, but with those having threshold to the right of that in the plot ‘topping
out’ at limits progressively less than 1: higher thresholds seem usually to
imply smaller giant components. In sum, the giant component is itself highly
tunable, replicating, in this model, the fundamental stream of consciousness.

Note that we do not, in this paper, address the essential matter of how the
system of interacting cognitive modules behaves away from critical points,
particularly in the presence of ‘external gradients’. Answering this question
requires the imposition of generalized Onsager relations, which introduce
complications of topological ‘rate distortion manifolds’, metric structures,
and the like (e.g. Wallace, 2005a, b).

Mutual and reciprocal interaction: evading the mereological fal-
lacy Just as a higher order information source, associated with the GC of
a random or semirandom graph, can be constructed out of the interlinking
of unconscious cognitive modules by mutual information, so too external in-
formation sources, for example in humans the cognitive immune and other
physiological systems, and embedding sociocultural structures, can be rep-
resented as slower-acting information sources whose influence on the GC
can be felt in a collective mutual information measure. For machines these
would be the onion-like ‘structured environment’, to be viewed as among
Baars’ contexts (Baars, 1988; Baars and Franklin, 2003). The collective mu-
tual information measure will, through the Joint Asymptotic Equipartition
Theorem which generalizes the Shannon-McMillan Theorem, be the splitting
criterion for high and low probability joint paths across the entire system.

The tool for this is network information theory (Cover and Thomas, 1991,
p. 387). Given three interacting information sources, Y1, Y2, Z, the splitting
criterion, taking Z as the ‘external context’, is given by
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I(Y1, Y2|Z) = H(Z) + H(Y1|Z)−H(Y1, Y2, Z),

(7)

where H(..|..) and H(.., .., ..) represent conditional and joint uncertainties
(Khinchine, 1957; Ash, 1990; Cover and Thomas, 1991).

This generalizes to

I(Y1, ...Yn|Z) = H(Z) +
n∑

j=1

H(Yj|Z)−H(Y1, ..., Yn, Z).

(8)

If we assume the Global Workspace/GC/blackboard to involve a very
rapidly shifting, and indeed highly tunable, dual information source X, em-
bedding contextual cognitive modules like the immune system will have a set
of significantly slower-responding sources Yj, j = 1..m, and external social,
cultural and other ‘environmental’ processes will be characterized by even
more slowly-acting sources Zk, k = 1..n. Mathematical induction on equa-
tion (8) gives a complicated expression for a mutual information splitting
criterion which we write as

I(X|Y1, .., Ym|Z1, .., Zn).

(9)

This encompasses a fully interpenetrating ‘biopsychosociocultural’ struc-
ture for individual human or machine consciousness, one in which Baars’
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contexts act as important, but flexible, boundary conditions, defining the un-
derlying topology available to the far more rapidly shifting global workspace
(Wallace, 2005a, b).

This result does not commit the mereological fallacy which Bennett and
Hacker (2003) impute to excessively neurocentric perspectives on conscious-
ness in humans, that is, the mistake of imputing to a part of a system the
characteristics which require functional entirety. The underlying concept of
this fallacy should extend to machines interacting with their environments,
and its baleful influence probably accounts for a significant part of AI’s failure
to deliver. See Wallace (2005a) for further discussion.

Punctuation phenomena

As quite a number of researchers have noted, in one way or another, –
see Wallace, (2005a) for discussion – equation (1),

H ≡ lim
n→∞

log[N(n)]

n
,

is homologous to the thermodynamic limit in the definition of the free
energy density of a physical system. This has the form

F (K) = lim
V→∞

log[Z(K)]

V
,

(10)

where F is the free energy density, K the inverse temperature, V the
system volume, and Z(K) is the partition function defined by the system
hamiltonian.

Wallace (2005a) shows at some length how this homology permits the
natural transfer of renormalization methods from statistical mechanics to in-
formation theory. In the spirit of the Large Deviations Program of applied
probability theory, this produces phase transitions and analogs to evolution-
ary punctuation in systems characterized by piecewise, adiabatically station-
ary, ergodic information sources. These ‘biological’ phase changes appear
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to be ubiquitous in natural systems and can be expected to dominate ma-
chine behaviors as well, particularly those which seek to emulate biological
paradigms. Wallace (2002) uses these arguments to explore the differences
and similiarities between evolutionary punctuation in genetic and learning
plateaus in neural systems. Punctuated phenomena will emerge as impor-
tant in the discussions below of subtle information machine malfunctions.

The dysfunctions of consciousness and intelligence

Somewhat surprisingly, equation (9), informed by the homology with
equation (10), permits general discussion of the failure modes of global workspace
blackboard machines, in particular of their second order iteration which ap-
pears to be the analog to consciousness in humans and other higher animals.

The foundation for this lies in the Rate Distortion Theorem. Under the
conditions of that theorem, equation (9) is the splitting criterion defining
the maximum rate at which an external information source can write an
image of itself having a given maximum of distortion, according to some
defined measure (Cover and Thomas, 1991; Dembo and Zeitouni, 1998).
Inverting the argument, equation (9) suggests that an external information
source can, if given enough time, write an image of itself upon consciousness.
If that external source is pathogenic in terms of machine structure, then,
given sufficient exposure, some measure of consciousness dysfunction becomes
inevitable.

Comorbid mind/body disorders in humans are worth exploring (Wallace,
2004).

Mental disorders in humans are not well understood (e.g. Wallace, 2005a,
Ch. 6). Indeed, such classifications as the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders - fourth edition, (DSM-IV, 1994), the standard descrip-
tive nosology in the US, have been characterized as ‘prescientific’ by Gilbert
(2001) and others. Arguments from genetic determinism fail, in part be-
cause of an apparent genetic bottleneck which, early in our species’ history,
resulted in an overall genetic diversity less than that observed within and be-
tween contemporary chimpanzee populations. Arguments from psychosocial
stress fare better, but are affected by the apparently complex and contingent
developmental paths determining the onset of schizophrenia, one of the most
prevalent serious mental disorders, dementias, psychoses, and so forth, some
of which may be triggered in utero by exposure to infection, low birthweight,
or other stressors. Gilbert suggests an evolutionary perspective, in which
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evolved mechanisms like the ‘flight-or-fight’ response are inappropriately ex-
cited or suppressed, resulting in such conditions as anxiety or post traumatic
stress disorders. Our own work suggests that sleep disorders may also be
broadly developmental (Wallace, 2005b).

Serious mental disorders in humans are often comorbid among themselves
– depression and anxiety, compulsive behaviors, psychotic ideation, etc. –
and with serious chronic physical conditions such as coronary heart disease,
atherosclerosis, diabetes, hypertension, dyslipidemia, and so on. These too
are increasingly recognized as developmental in nature (see Wallace, 2004,
2005a for references), and are frequently compounded by behavioral problems
like violence or substance use and abuse. Indeed, smoking, alcohol and drug
addiction, compulsive eating, and the like, are often done as self-medication
for the impacts of psychosocial and other stressors, constituting socially-
induced ‘risk behaviors’ which synergistically accelerate a broad spectrum of
mental and physical problems.

The picture, in humans, then, is of a multifactorial and broadly interpene-
trating mind/body/social dysfunction, often having early onset and insidious,
irregular, developmental progression. From the perspective of the Rate Dis-
tortion Theorem (Wallace, 2004; 2005a, Ch. 6), these disorders are, broadly
speaking, distorted images of pathogenic external environments which are
literally written upon the developing embryo, on the growing child, and on
the maturing adult (Wallace, 2005a, Ch. 6). Equation (9) suggests that, in
similar form, these images will be inevitably written upon the functioning of
biological or machine consciousness as well.

Further consideration implies certain broad parallels with the develop-
ment of cancer in multicellular organisms, a quintessential disorder of infor-
mation transmission (Wallace et al., 2003).

The cancer model

Nunney (1999) suggests that in larger animals, whose lifespans are pro-
portional to about the 4/10 power of their cell count, prevention of cancer
in rapidly proliferating tissues becomes more difficult in proportion to their
size. Cancer control requires the development of additional mechanisms and
systems with increasing cell count to address tumorigenesis as body size in-
creases – a synergistic effect of cell number and organism longevity.

As Nunney puts it,
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“This pattern may represent a real barrier to the evolution of
large, long-lived animals and predicts that those that do evolve...
have recruited additional controls [over those of smaller animals]
to prevent cancer.”

In particular different tissues may have evolved markedly different tumor
control strategies. All of these, however, are likely to be energetically expen-
sive, permeated with different complex signaling strategies, and subject to a
multiplicity of reactions to signals.

Work by Thaler (1999) and Tellilion et al. (2001) suggests that the muta-
genic effects associated with a cell sensing its environment and history could
be as exquisitely regulated as transcription. Invocation of the Rate Distor-
tion or Joint Asymptotic Equipartition Theorems in address of the mutator
necessarily means that mutational variation comes to significantly reflect the
grammar, syntax, and higher order structures of embedding environmental
processes. This involves far more than a simple ‘colored noise’ – stochastic
excursions about a deterministic ‘spine’ – and most certainly implies the need
for exquisite regulation. Thus there are deep information theory arguments
in favor of Thaler’s speculation.

Thaler further argues that the immune system provides an example of a
biological system which ignores conceptual boundaries between development
and evolution.

Thaler specifically examines the meaning of the mutator for the biology
of cancer, which, like the immune system it defies, is seen as involving both
development and evolution.

Thus Thaler, in essence, looks at the effect of structured external stress
on tumorigenesis and describes the ‘local evolution’ of cancer within a tissue
in terms of a ‘punctuated interpenetration’ between a tumorigenic mutator
mechanism and an embedding cognitive process of mutation control, includ-
ing but transcending immune function.

The mutation control process constitutes the Darwinian selection pressure
determining the fate of the (path dependent) output of a mutator mechanism.
Externally-imposed and appropriately structured environmental signals then
jointly increases mutation rate while decreasing mutation control effective-
ness through an additional level of punctuated interpenetration. This is
envisioned as a single, interlinked biological process.

Various authors have argued for ‘non-reductionist’ approaches to tumori-
genesis (e.g. Baverstock (2000) and Waliszewski et al. (1998)), including
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psychosocial stressors as inherent to the process (Forlenza and Baum, 2000).
What is clear is that, once a mutation has occurred, multiple systems must
fail for tumorigenesis to proceed. It is well known that processes of DNA
repair (e.g. Snow, 1997), programmed cell death – apoptosis – (e.g. Evans
and Littlewood, 1998), and immune surveillance (e.g. Herberman, 1995) all
act to redress cell mutation. The immune system is increasingly viewed as
cognitive, and is known to be equipped with an array of possible remediations
(Atlan and Chohen, 1998; Cohen, 2000). It is, then, possible to infer a larger,
jointly-acting ‘mutation control’ process incorporating these and other cel-
lular, systemic, and, in higer animals, social mechanisms. This clearly must
involve comparison of developing cells with some internal model of what con-
stitutes a ‘normal’ pattern, followed by a choice of response: none, repair,
programmed cell death, or full-blown immune attack. The comparison with
an internal picture of the world, with a subsequent choice from a response
repertoire, is, as Atlan and Cohen (1998) point out, the essence of cognition.

One is led to propose, in the sense of equation (9), that a mutual informa-
tion may be defined characterizing the interaction of a structured system of
external selection pressures with the ‘language’ of cellular cognition effecting
mutation control. Under the Joint Asymptotic Equipartition or Rate Distor-
tion Theorems, that mutual information constitutes a splitting criterion for
pairwise linked paths which may itself be punctuated and subject to sudden
phase transitions.

Properly structured externally environmental signals can become jointly
and synergistically linked both with cell mutation and with the cognitive
process which attempts to redress cell mutation, enhancing the former, de-
grading the latter, and significantly raising the probability of successful tu-
morigenesis.

Raised rates of cellular mutation which quite literally reflect environmen-
tal pressure through selection’s distorted mirror do not fit a cognitive para-
digm: The adaptive mutator may propose, but selection disposes. However,
the effect of structured environmental stress on both the mutator and on mu-
tation control, which itself constitutes the selection pressure facing a clone of
mutated cells, connects the mechanisms. Subsequent multiple evolutionary
‘learning plateaus’ (Wallace, 2002) representing the punctuated interpene-
tration between mutation control and clones of mutated cells constitute the
stages of disease. Such stages arise in the context of an embedding system
of environmental signals which, to use a Rate Distortion argument, literally
writes an image of itself on all aspects of the disease.
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These speculations are consistent with, but suggest extension of, a grow-
ing body of research. Kiecolt-Glaser et al. (2002), for example, discuss
how chronic inflammation related to chronic stress has been linked with a
spectrum of conditions associated with aging, including cardiovascular dis-
ease, osteoporosis, arthritis, type II diabetes, certain cancers, and other con-
ditions. Dalgleish (1999, 2002) and others (O’Byrne and Dalgleish, 2001;
Ridley, 1996) have argued at length that chronic immune activation and in-
flammation are closely related to the etiology of cancer and other diseases.
As Balkwill and Mantovani (2001) put the matter, “If genetic damage is the
‘match that lights the fire’ of cancer, some types of inflammation may provide
‘fuel that feeds the flames’ ”.

Dalgleish (1999) has suggested application of non-linear mathematics to
examine the role of immune response in cancer etiology, viewing different
phenotypic modes of the immune system – the Th1/Th2 dichotomy – as
‘attractors’ for chaotic processes related to tumorigenesis, and suggests ther-
apeutic intervention to shift from Th2 to Th1. Such a shift in phenotype
might well be viewed as a phase transition.

This analysis implies a complicated and subtle biology for cancer in higher
animals, one in which external environmental ‘messages’ become convoluted
with both pathogenic clone mutation and with an opposing, and possibly
organ-specific, variety of tumor control strategies. In the face of such a bi-
ology, anti-inflammants (Coussens and Werb, 2002) and other ‘magic bullet’
interventions appear inadequate, a circumstance having implications for con-
trol of the aging of conscious machines which we infer from these examples.

Although chronic inflammation, related certainly to structured environ-
mental stress, is likely to be a contributor to the enhancement of pathological
mutation and the degradation of corrective response, it is unlikely to be the
only such trigger. The constant cross-talk between central nervous, hor-
monal, immune, and tumor control systems in higher animals guarantees
that the ‘message’ of the external environment will write itself upon the full
realm of individual physiology in a highly plieotropic, punctuated, manner,
with multifactorial impact on both cell clone mutation and tumor control.

Discussion and conclusions

These examples suggest that consciousness in higher animals, the quintessence
of information processing, is accompanied by elaborate regulatory and correc-
tive mechanisms, both internal and external. Some are already well known:
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Sleep enables the consolidation and fixation in memory and semiautomatic
mechanism of what has been consciously learned, and proper social interac-
tion enhances mental fitness in humans. Other long-evolved processes prob-
ably act as correctives to keep Gilbert’s evolutionary structures from going
off the rails, e.g. attempting to limit flight-or-fight HPA responses to ‘real’
threats, and so on.

The implications of these examples for the control of progressive dys-
function in conscious or intelligent machines are not encouraging. ‘Garbage
collection’ and other internal correction strategies are likely to be confronted
by an interpenetrating and adaptable external system of ‘virus writers’ whose
relentless selection pressure will continually challenge and degrade them. Ir-
regular but progressive aging of conscious or ‘autonomic’ machines thus seems
inevitable.

Animal consciousness has had the benefit of several hundred million years
of evolution to develop the corrective and compensatory structures for its
stability and efficiency over the life course. Researchers choosing to enter
the next wave of artificial intelligence studies would do well to think very
carefully indeed about the failure modes of conscious machines.

The explicit inference, then, is that machines which emulate human in-
telligence, and hence human consciousness, will likely suffer interpenetrating
dysfunctions of mutual and reciprocal interaction with embedding environ-
ments which will have early onset and often insidious staged developmental
progression, possibly according to a cancer model. There will be no reduc-
tionist ‘bug in the program’ whose ‘fix’ will correct the problem. On the
contrary, the training of the machine, and its inevitable contact with the
outside world, can be expected to initiate developmental disorders which
will become more intrusive over time, most obviously following some damage
accumulation model, but likely according to far more subtle, indeed punc-
tuated, schemes. Retraining the machine would, of course, be possible, but
might well obviate carefully learned behaviors whose supreme efficiency, after
all, is the whole point of the device.

In sum, mission-critical machines designed to emulate biological systems
are likely to fail insidiously, irregularly, and progressively, particularly when
necessarily operating outside their training experience. These effects may
well be quite subtle, manifest only at those rare but essential junctures where
proper function is especially important, and indeed the basic rationale for the
machine. In sum, the real world can be expected to write a distorted image of
certain machine-specific pathogenic structures within it upon that machine,
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initiating a staged developmental path to critical failure.
Diagnosing and correcting such dysfunctions – ‘machine psychiatry’ – is

likely to become a new and important engineering discipline.
This is not a new pattern. Radioactive waste disposal was considered a

trivial afterthought in reactor design during the 1940’s and 1950’s, but, over
just a few decades, became a chief bottleneck for the electric power industry.
‘Program debugging’ has grown to a principal impediment in conventional
computer systems design, and the constant ‘security flaws’ and fixes of cur-
rent operating systems are assuming legendary proportions. The second law
of thermodynamics, it can be argued, dictates that, in spite of the Shannon
Theorems, maintenance will be a principal bogey for all complex informa-
tion enterprises – biological, social, or machine. Machine consciousness and
‘autonomic computing’ will be no exceptions.
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. Relative size of the largest connected component of a random
graph, as a function of 2× the average number of fixed-strength connec-
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tions between vertices. W is the Lambert-W function, or the ProductLog
in Mathematica, which solves the relation W (x) exp[W (x)] = x. Note the
sharp threshold at a = 1, and the subsequent topping-out.‘Tuning’ the giant
component by changing topology generally leads to a family of similar curves,
those having progressively higher threshold with correspondingly lower as-
ymptotic limits (e.g. Newman et al., 2001, fig. 4).
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